OFFICIAL MAGAZINE OF THE
TAUPO DOG TRAINING CLUB
JUNE 2018 EDITION

Term Dates
Obedience
• Term 2 ends on Tue 17 July 2018
• Term 3 starts on Tue 25 September 2018
Agility
Term 3 starts on Thu 19 July 2018
Rally-O Term 3 start date TBA
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URGENT!
HELP WANTED!
The Club will be hosting an Agility Show at the Club grounds on Saturday
25 and Sunday 26 August 2018. We are in need of club member
volunteers to help with running the show. Assistance is required both
days. If any Club members can spare some time to help out, even if for
only a few hours, please contact Liz Wallace via email to
volcaniccentre@xtra.co.nz. This is a fun weekend and a great
opportunity to watch some of New Zealand’s top agility handlers at work.

Cover Photograph
Club President, Howard Jones, alongside one of the murals in the Taupo Graffiti
Trail

Note:
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The opinions and claims included in this publication in any form are not necessarily
those of The Taupo Dog Training Club. Neither the Editor nor the Club Committee
accepts responsibility for the accuracy of these items nor
endorses the opinions of third parties mentioned in the magazine.

President’s Ponderings by Howard Jones
Greetings to all Club members, with a special welcome to all new members. I hope
that you find your membership rewarding in the raising, training, competing and just
enjoyment of your dog.
Our club is a charter member of Dogs New Zealand, the national association of dog
owners. Our membership includes dog owners and handlers of all ages and
backgrounds – who are involved in both training and competing at a variety of levels.
Several members have a great deal of experience and expertise in the different
disciplines that our club offers.
The Club runs four very successful shows every year, two each in Obedience and
Agility. Club members successfully compete in Shows and Trials throughout the
country. We have a number of members winning ribbons and placing well at those
shows.
The Club also offers classes in a number of disciplines; Obedience, Agility, Canine
Good Citizenship, Rally-O and Competition classes.
Our Facebook page and website are well visited, and provide information for our
members and the public.
The Club is here to help with information and assistance, when such needs arise, and
increase your enjoyment of your dog. In order to make your club membership more
meaningful, I strongly encourage you to make every effort to involve yourself and
your dog in club activities. Come join our great group of members and elected
executive, who are working together to make training fun, productive, and rewarding
for both handler and companion. Let the love for your dog fuel the fire to train and
test. Membership in the Taupo Dog Training Club is a privilege. It should not be a
chore, or an obligation.
We need your input to help us grow or maintain those things that are important to
you. We need your feedback. Any member of the executive will be happy to listen to
your ideas, complaints or compliments. Without your voice we stagnate and lose our
enthusiasm. Remember that we are all volunteers with a shared interest in the
welfare of our dogs.
All members are invited to our monthly meetings, held on the second Monday of
every month, and our Annual General Meeting on 6th August, 2018.
We also need your help with various activities such as working bees, to help improve
the grounds or club building, and at shows hosted by the club. Our next big event is
our Agility show on Saturday 25th and Sunday 26th August. We still need volunteers
to help with this, particularly with dismantling on the Sunday. Please contact Liz
Wallace at volcaniccentre@xtra.co.nz if you can help out, even if just for a few hours
on any of the days.
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Best wishes to you in your training or dog sport activities for the remainder of this
year. I look forward to seeing and meeting you at the Club.
Howard Jones President
TDTC

Editor’s Notes
The Club's magazine will be produced three times a year to coincide with each of the
Club’s training terms.
The magazine will contain information on all of the Club’s dog sports: Obedience,
Agility, Rally-O and Working Dog Trialling. It will also contain training tips, advice on
dog health and welfare, and other canine related articles.
Input to the magazine from club members, by way of articles, photographs, drawings
or suggestions for content, is always welcome. Such contributions should be sent to
taupok9obclub@yahoo.co.nz

Competition
A name for the club magazine is required, ideally something that reflects our location
and ties-in with dogs or dog-training, or both. Suggestions for the name should be
sent to the Editor, via email to garydk@xtra.co.nz by 31 July, 2018. The results of the
competition will be published in the next edition of the magazine (September 2018)
and the selected most suitable name used on the magazine from this edition on. As a
motivator, there will be a prize for the person putting in the selected name for the
magazine!!!

Thanks For Your Contribution

The Committee and Club members thank the following volunteer instructors for giving
their time in Term 1.
Obedience Training
Janice Black, Vicky Graham, Elisabeth Cato, Di Houghton, Howard Jones, Jackie
Smith.
Agility
Debbie Wensor
Jackie Smith
Rally-O
Elizabeth Parnell
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Club Committee
President
Vice-President
Secretary
Treasurer
Main Committee
Members

Howard Jones – Grounds and Facilities
Liz Wallace
Amanda Wakefield
Janice Black

Shirelle Colebourne – Obedience Coordinator
Elizabeth Parnell – Rally-O Coordinator
Debbie Wensor – Agility Coordinator
Jackie Smith
Zarak Black

Club Finances by Janice Black
It’s been a relatively busy term. One major achievement was to complete the code of
compliance on the clubrooms. For our next major project we are looking to shift the
floodlights, we have had some preloved poles donated and are in the process of
getting these installed and then getting the lights moved. The outcome of the move
will provide better lighting and the poles will now be outside of the show rings. We
will be applying for grants to assist with the funding. If anyone can help we would be
happy to hear from you.
July is the start of the financial year for the Dog club so membership renewals will be
sent out shortly. Membership subscriptions continue to be the same Single $60.00
Family $70.00. We have made one change this past year. Newcomers to the club
are still charged $90.00 for their initial training course however they now become
members immediately. Previously they only became members after continuing for a
second term and were charged the subscription fee of $60/$70 and $20.00 for the
training. All memberships run from 1 July to 30 June.
The Dog club is a non profit organisation so all monies received by the club are used
to cover the clubs expenses eg electricity, rates etc and to purchase equipment eg
agility tunnels and jumps and maintain the grounds and clubrooms. The committee
and instructors are all volunteers.
In closing we had a good year and look forward to another.

Did you know …..
Did you know that dog food is bad for your cat? Cats have a higher protein
requirement than do dogs and also must have taurine included in the diet. Feeding
dog food to your cat will result in nutritional deficiencies, and a lack of taurine can lead
to heart disease (cardiomyopathy) and vision problems (central retinal degeneration)
in your cat. While dogs usually love the higher protein cat food, feeding cat food to
your dog can result in obesity and other health problems.
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Grounds/Buildings/Facilities Report by Howard Jones
In the past few months we have made some significant changes to the buildings and
facilities at the Club.
After a two-year process, we have finally completed our Disabled Access Toilet, and
received our Code of Compliance from the City Council.
We have had improvements made to the wheelchair ramp and had the installation of
new water tanks, and a hot water pump.
We have also purchased a number of new agility tunnels and wing jumps.
The lights in the storage shed have been fixed and new outside lights installed.
We are also now deconstructing the back shower room into a new storage area.
Currently we are hoping to get the driveway re-graded in the next month.
Long term, we will be relocating four of the field lighting poles and re-landscaping the
far corner of the working area, to provide more space for competition rings during our
shows.
The Council has been cutting the grounds for the last year and has been doing a
good job, but many thanks to members who have provided plants/planting and their
time to keep the grounds in such good shape.

Training Methods

Abstract from RSPCA Australia Science Update
Issue 58 October 2017

Obedience Report by Shirelle Colebourne
The club has been a hive of activity in the 2017/2018 year with the number of
enrolments increasing each term and a few new faces in the instructor’s circle. We
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welcomed Vicky Graham, Elisabeth Cato, Janice Black, Diane Houghton & Gary
Houghton as basic obedience instructors and also Amanda Simpson who is currently
in training.
At the end of 2017 the TDTC committee agreed to incorporate Canine Good Basics
(CGB) into our Basic Obedience classes commencing in Term 1 2018. During 2017
Dogs NZ encouraged all clubs to consider implementing this training as an overall
basic standard and work towards encouraging owners to be more responsible. It has
been great to see the new training outline encouraging handlers to move forward and
further their training in CGC Foundation and Bronze, with our CGC class size
doubling in Term 2.
The Canine Good Basics training outline added things such as; appropriate training
equipment, name recognition, treat taking, collar grabs, acceptance of other dogs &
responsible dog ownership questions for the handlers to our basic classes. The first
round of dogs and their handlers to pass the new basic class in Term 1 are below.
Congratulations to each of them on their hard work and perseverance through Term
1! There were a few who only just came up shy of the pass mark and with a little
more work they will be passing with flying colours too. We look forward to the
second round of Basic classes graduating Term 2 on Tuesday 17th July as well.
Fiona Birkbeck
Shauni Carpenter
Sarah Hydes
Sophia Mamaku
Aderyn Weight
Becky - Stevens-Clow
Chris Meikle
Alaina Scheltus
Lynda Symons
Remy De Lioncourt
Paul Pettman
Kai/Nicole Niehues
Melanie Mundy
Libbie Faith

Monty - Portuguese Water Dog
Bodie – Boxer
Carli - Vizsla X
Hemi - Chihuahua X
Nemo – Mix
Molly - Cocker Spaniel
Jinx - Border X
Ruby - Huntaway X
Jack – Spaniel X
Ragnor – Rotty
Copper – Rotty
Einstein – Lab
Smokey – Weimaraner
Layla – Staffy
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Term 2 has been a horribly wet term this year, worse than usual and yet the class
numbers seem to have held especially in the puppy class. Everyone is determined to
make training despite the weather. Great work everyone!
Our club members have also been very active this year competing at various shows
around the country, here a just a few of their achievements. Please let us know if you
do compete and any placing you achieve, and we will happily put these onto the
Facebook page and our next newsletter.
Taupo Show – November 2017
Vicky Graham and Hunter (aka Speyside French Connection CGC B) won out of
Special Beginners and is now competing in Novice.
Taupo Show – April 2018
Amanda Wakefield and Floyd gained a 1st and 3rd in Special Beginners.
Elementary 1
1st:
Liz Wallace and Bonnie
nd
2 : Elena Movenko and Tosha
3rd:
Amahlia Wolf and Eros
Elementary 2
1st:
Amahlia Wolf and Eros
nd
2 : Elena Movenko and Tosha
3rd:
Liz Wallace and Bonnie
Canine Good Citizen:
In April the club held its CGC Assessment day, a special thanks to Bev Binnie who
was our assessor on the day. Congratulations to the people below who passed the
following levels on the day:
Passed Foundation:
Shirelle Colebourne with Mika,
Janice Black with Stanley
Liz Wallace with Bonnie
Elisabeth Cato with Bracken
Amanda Simpson with Adam
Anna Crawley with Busby
Passed Bronze:
Shirelle Colebourne with Mika
Elisabeth Cato with Bracken
Amanda Simpson with Adam Anna
Crawley with Busby
Passed Silver:
Vicky Graham with Hunter
Joy Henderson with Tila
Howard Jones with Layla
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Canine Trivia
Dog nose prints are as unique as human fingerprints and can be used to identify
them.

Agility Activity by Debbie Wensor
Dog agility is a dog sport in which a handler directs a dog through an obstacle course
in a race for both time and accuracy. Dogs run off-leash with no food or toys as
“”incentives, and the handler cannot touch neither dog nor obstacles. Consequently
the handler's controls are limited to voice, movement, and various body signals,
requiring exceptional training of the animal and coordination of the handler.
In its simplest form, an agility course consists of a set of standard obstacles laid out
by a judge in a design of his or her own choosing in an area of a specified size. The
surface may be of grass, dirt, or rubber. Depending on the type of competition, the
obstacles may be marked with numbers indicating the order in which they must be
completed.
Courses are complicated enough that a dog could not complete them correctly
without human direction. In competition, the handler must assess the course, decide
on handling strategies, and direct the dog through the course, with precision and
speed equally important. Many strategies exist to compensate for the inherent
difference in human and dog speeds and the strengths and weaknesses of the
various dogs and handlers.
Here at the Taupo Dog Training Club we hold our agility classes on a Thursday
evening from 6pm – 8pm. Classes are Foundation, Intermediate and Senior up to
Intermediate level. Your dogs must be at least 12 months old and you are unable to
compete at competitions until they reach the age of 2 years. If you are interested in
signing up you will need to contact Debbie Wensor our Agility Co-ordinator via email
to debbiewensor@value.net.nz. Please note your dogs MUST have completed a
basic obedience class, have a good and reliable recall and be able to work off leash
without distractions.

Agility Results
Achievements by various Club members in recent Agility competitions are:
Petra Specht and Ruby
Ribbon Trials
January Fielding - Elementary B 1st, Starters 1st
January Levin - Starters 3rd, Novice 4th
February Waipukurau - Novice 6th, Starters 5th, Jumpers C 6th
May Rotorua - Novice 1st
June Gisborne - Novice 1st, Intermediate 4th
Championship Events
April Napier - Jumpers C 4th, 5th, 6th, 9th, 10th
May Huntly - Starters 1st, 7th, Novice 4th, 3rd, 7th
June Gisborne - Starters 1st, 5th, 6th, Jumpers C 2nd, Novice 3rd, 4th
Jackie Smith and Ching
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10 Feb 18 - Cambridge DO Club: Novice 1 - Mico - 2nd place - CR
14 Apr 18 - EBOP DO Club: Novice 2 - Small - 4th place - CR - 14th April 2018
28 Apr 18 - Napier & Hawkes Bay DT Clubs: Jumpers B 1 Small 10th place – CR
29 Apr 18 – Napier and Hawkes Bay DT Clubs: Jumpers B 4 Small 6th place - CR
19 May 18 - Rotorua DO Club - Novice 1 Small 2nd place - CR
Janice Black and Stanley
May – Rotorua Ribbon Trial: Elementary B1 5th
May – Tokoroa Ribbon Trial: Elementary B 5th
Debbie Wensor and Reba
January – Tokoroa Championships: Jumpers C1 - 11th, Jumpers C2 - 4th
April – EBOP Championships: Jumpers C - 7th, Starters 1 – 4th, Starters 3 – 3rd,
Starters 3 – 6th
May – Rotorua Ribbon Trial: Starters 1 – 4th, Jumpers C – 8th. May
– Tokoroa Ribbon Trial: Jumpers C – 12th.
Pauline De Lira and Keepa
May – Tokoroa Ribbon Trial: Elementary A – 3rd.
Some photos from the Rotorua Show

Debbie Wensor and Reba

Stanley in action

Winners are grinners – Janice Black, Pauline de Lera,
Jackie Smith and Petra Specht
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Rally-O Report by Elizabeth Parnell
Rally-O is a relatively new dog sport that the Club has taken on board, which can be
enjoyed by dogs and handlers of any age and ability. Rally-O is a derivative of
competitive Obedience, but does not require the same level of precision as that of
Obedience. Also, Rally-O is a qualification and not a competition.
Rally-O is broken down into six different qualifying levels:
Novice A & B, Advanced
A & B, and Excellent A
& B.
(The “A” grade at any level is less advanced than that of its “B” counterpart.)
Once you gain three qualifying certificates at any level, under three different judges,
you gain the title of RN – Rally-O Novice and you can then put RN as a title after your
dog's name. If you gain three certificates in Advanced Excellence then the dog's title
would be RAE. You don't have to be a member of Dogs NZ (formerly the New
Zealand Kennel Club) to partake in this sport, but you cannot gain the qualifying titles
if you are not a member.
The Club conducts Rally-O training on Mondays, 6pm to 7pm. Handlers are required
to complete a Basic obedience class with their dog first; this will give you a better
understanding of handling skills, footwork and the ability to read your dog before
starting Rally-O.
On 5-6 May the Club hosted a Rally-O workshop attended by handlers from the
Tokoroa and Rotorua Dog Clubs, with a senior Rally-O instructor from Auckland.
This workshop was very successful and further workshops are planned in the future.

Rally-O Results
Recent Rally-O Show results by Club members include:
Amanda Wakefield and Floyd
January – Rotorua – 3rd in Novice A
February – Cambridge – 2nd in Novice A
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Working Dog and Tracking Dog Trials by Brian Robinson
Two of the dog sports covered by Dogs NZ are Working Dog Trials and Tracking
Trials. The latter start with Companion Dog (CD) followed by Utility Dog (UD),
Working Dog (WD) and Tracking Dog (TD). CD events are obedience oriented, then
in addition UD trials cover more advanced control, scale and long jump, retrieve over
a clear jump, send away, seek back, 10 minute stay out of sight, and a half hour old
leash track. WD Trials cover heel work with jumps, stay, finding four small articles in
a search square, sendaway redirect, and a 90 minute leash track with two articles.
Finally, TD Trials have 3 tracks, one on a gravel road, a half hour old free track with
one article, which the dog does by itself, and a three hour old leash track with three
articles. Competitors are usually aiming for Working Trials Champion (WTCh) which
requires one CDX, two UDX, two WDX and two TDX where the X qualification is a
score of over 90 percent. A new qualification of Working Trials Grand Champion
has just come in and requires five more TDX with two over 96 percent.
Tracking Trials have no jumps or control exercises and are at three levels: TT1, TT2,
and TT3 starting at a one hour old track and a three hour old track at the TT3 level
with three articles. At TT2 and 3 levels the tracks have deliberate cross tracks as and
TT3 has decoy track. The dog is awarded a TT1 title with two TT1 A passes and so
on. When a competitor gains two TT1 A, two TT2A and TT3A qualification the dog is
awarded a TTX title.
Working trials are conducted on farmland in South Auckland, Foxton, Nelson and
Canterbury over about ten weekends per year. Tracking Trials are held also in South
Auckland, Linton, Waiouru, and Lake Lyndon in Canterbury, a total of about six
weekends in the year.
Training could be given to anyone in the club interested. The early levels include
control, sendaways, scale and long jump, retrieve over clear jump, seek back, 10min
stay out of sight and a half hour old track, so there's lots to work on. Attaining CD is
a good entry level. Training days are also held every month in Levin and South
Auckland.
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Currently, the only Club member participating in Tracking Trials is Brian Robinson
with Piri (WTCh Relco Flight of the Concord CSXS UDX WDX TDX TT1 CGCG).
Recent results for Brian and Piri are:
Central Region at Foxton in April: Sunday TDX Highest Qualifier Best Free track and
Leash Track.
Southern Region at Whitecliffs Canterbury in May: Best Free Track both days.
Central Region at Foxton in June: TD and Best Leash Track.
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